Board of Elections Proposed ARSD Amendments

5:02:03:21 – Added “nondriver identification number” to registration affidavit requirements per HB 1054.

5:02:04:06 – Added registered mail filing option per SB 61 (also added 9-13-7 as source code).

5:02:08:00 – Clarified oaths must be administered by officers authorized in this state in (3). Removed requirement from (6) per SB 180. Added “municipal offices” in final paragraph per SB 61 (also added 9-13-7 as source code).

5:02:08:07 – Added consistency to date formats (20____). Added “Circulator ID Number” per SB 180.

5:02:08:08 – Added consistency to date formats (20____). Added “Circulator ID Number” per SB 180.

5:02:08:09 – Added consistency to date format (20____). Added “Circulator ID Number” per SB 180.

5:02:08:11 – Added consistency to address format (South Dakota, ____).

5:02:08:20 – Added consistency to address formats (__________, _____________, SD ________).

5:02:08:24 – Added consistency to address format (__________, _____________, SD ________).

5:02:08:25 – Added consistency to address format (__________, _____________, SD ________).

5:02:08:26 – Added consistency to address format (__________, _____________, SD ________).

5:02:08:27 – Added consistency to address format (__________, _____________, SD ________).

5:02:08:28 – Added consistency to address format (__________, _____________, SD ________).

5:02:08:34 – Added consistency to address formats (__________, _____________, SD ________). Added consistency to date formats (20____).

5:02:08:35 – Added consistency to address formats (__________, _____________, SD ________). Added consistency to date format (20____).

5:02:08:36 – Revised language describing term option. Added consistency to date formats (20____).

5:02:08:42 – Added consistency to address formats (__________, _____________, SD ________). Added consistency to date formats (20____).

5:02:09:01.03 – Repealed (direct recording electronic voting machines not allowed by statute).

5:02:09:02 – Removed references to direct recording electronic systems (see note above). Removed reference to 2002 EAC standards and replaced with “most current”.

5:02:09:16 – Added language allowing counties to use separate columns on their recap sheets for optical scan and express vote ballots.

5:02:10:01 – Amended language in Section 4 of application. Added “You will receive the Primary Election ballot of your party registration, if one is available.” Also added “no party affiliation”, “☐ Libertarian” and “(You can only mark one selection.)”, as the Libertarian Party is a recognized political party and Independent/NPA voters have the choice of Democratic (open primary), Libertarian (open primary), and Non-Political primary ballots. Revised coloring of certain language to draw attention to instructions. Delayed implementation of Dec. 1.

5:02:10:04 – Added language to the absentee voter instructions to include USPS postage cost estimate to return ballot via mail. Delayed implementation of December 1, 2020.

5:02:10:05 – Amended language in (5) to “Postage” instead of “Stamp”. Delayed implementation of Dec. 1.